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Abstract

As part of an ongoing modernisation program, the I&C system and the control room of
Oskarshamn 1 will be upgraded by ABB using its 'AdvantdDPower1 range of digital,
programmable process control system. Besides ensuring the higher level of safety
that is demanded today, the new equipment provides the plant with an integrated
system which will improve operator interaction with the plant and reduce the risk of
human error. The newly installed DCS system will serve also as a platform for further
improvements of the control room.

This paper discusses Oskarshamn 1 exchange of the complete control system of a
nuclear power plant, the technical solution and the time schedule.

Oskarshamn 1 is the first nuclear power plant in Sweden. It is a boiling water reactor
built between 1966 and 1971 by ABB ATOM in Sweden. According to the plant age
the control system is relay-based, while instrumentation and analogue control is
semiconductor-based. This makes maintenance expensive and even worse, makes
extensions nearly impossible. According to the safety standards of the 60ties, there is
no separation between safety and non safety control and no seismic qualification. To
extend the life of this plant the owner has decided to improve the safety system as
well as to replace the reactor protection system, the safety related control and the non
safety related control by a state-of-the-art digital distributed control system from ABB.
In March 1997, ABB got the order to replace the reactor protection system, the safety
control system and to start the replacement of all control systems. The old control
room has to be replaced by a new economically design.

Together with the exchange of the control system the safety features of the plant and
the emergency power supply has to be extended.

1. Introduction

The early generation nuclear power plants in Sweden and elsewhere were based on
1960's technology, the best available. I&C system at this time were based on
mechanical relays and discrete electronic and electrical components To ensure that
these plants continue to provide high levels of operational efficiency and stay in line
with current safety standards, their I&C systems need substantial modernisation. In
nearly all cases, this means replacing the solid state equipment by digital,
programmable systems like ABB's Advant®Power.
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The Oskarshamn 1 nuclear power plant situated on the East coast of Sweden went
into operation in 1972. The I&C system consisted of two parts, one for daily operation
(the non safety part) and the other for reactor protection (safety part).

Now the old I&C system will be decommissioned and replaced by modern process
control systems.

The new I&C system is based on open standards and of modular design to facilitate
further long term improvements whenever the plant owner, OKG is convinced of cost
effectivity.

In year 1995 the management of OKG decided to extend the lifetime of this power
plant by adding additional safety features and replacing the control system and the
emergency power supply. After studies conducted by the power plant staff and ABB
ATOM, OKG contracted ABB for the replacement of the control system and the
emergency power supply. This contract includes the following deliveries:

• reactor protection system (reactor trip system, safety features actuation system)
• non classified control systems nuclear and non nuclear(control rod control,

power control, feedwater control)
• main control room and emergency control room
• computer information system
• emergency power supply
• simulator

2, The Structure of the Control System

ABB's Advant®Power constitutes a truly integrated control system as shown in the
diagram. The integration of process control and safety control allows a common
operator interface to simplify and thus improve control room ergonomics. The
challenge is to design an integrated control system and at the same time to ensure
the functional and local separation of the independent safety subsystems as well as
functional and local separation between the safety and the conventional sections.
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Structur of the Control System for Oskarshamn 1

Advant Power is based on digital programmable technology which has been
developed in an evolutionary process. The development of both software and
hardware has been carried out in short steps; each new system release or update has
always been based on operational experience from existing technology. Both software
and hardware have been thoroughly tested by industrial users as well as in several
non-safety classified applications in nuclear power plants in past decade..
Advant Power, already in operation for applications in nuclear power plants for some
years, now will be used not only for new nuclear power plants like Ulciin 5 & 6, but
also for retrofits and replacement of control systems in nuclear power plants like
Oskarshamn 1.

The control system for Oskarshamn has the following structure:
the AC 160 is used for safety applications in the reactor protection system,
the safety related control and boiler protection.
This controller is presently under qualification according to international and
American standards for class 1E systems

the AC 450 is used for non-safety applications

control interfaces for the safety systems in the main control room and
emergency control room will be realised with in conventional indicators and
push bottons

the power plant will be controlled via screen based operator stations running
on powerful workstations

the control systems are connected via a powerful control bus, the safety
systems are connected via optical links
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the main control room is equipped with screen based operator stations and
with large screens

the computer information system is fully integrated into the human
machine interface

The controllers AC 160 and AC 450 are independant designs developed by
independent development teams, using different software, different components, and
different buses..

3. Safety related control system

•The reactor protection system includes the automatic protective functions for reactor
shutdown and maintenance of plant safety as reactor trip, emergency core cooling,
decay heat removal and containment isolation.
The system is devided into three distinct functions, process instrumentation and signal
conditioning, protection logic including the 2 out of 4 voting and the safety equipment
actuation including system and component logic.
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Advant Controller AC 160

The Advant Controller AC 160 used for safety applications has been developed
especially for safety applications. The AC 160 controller may have up to four redundant
processors located in in different cubicles. The redundant processors are connected via
an independent peer-to-peer link. All active components of the controller are cyclically
tested and monitored, critical diagnostics switches to the redundant controller

In a redundant configuration for protection systems each station has its own I/O
modules, with automatic signal distribution to all redundant channels and voting of the
input signals from this redundant channels All processing modules are active and are
connected via a safety-qualified high speed link for the exchange of input signals, voting
and diagnostic signals. A non safety classified bus connects the REACTOR
PROTECTION SYSTEM controller with the non classified systems for exchange of
diagnostic signals, and non safety control signals with the non classified control system.

The bus protocols and the controller software are highly deterministic. This ensures
a safe and highly reliable solution for protection systems. All modules are equipped with
self-diagnostics, the controllers with watch dog and memory checking.
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4. Non Safety Control System

In the non-classified, non-safety control system the AC 450 controller will be used.
This is a powerful controller with a redundant CPU.
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Advant Controller AC 450

The Advant Controller 450 is a high-end, high performance controller for binary,
regulatory and supervisory control. It can be used stand-alone, or as an integrated
controller in a distributed control system, communicating with other Advant Power
equipment via the Advant Power network.
The configuration possibilities of Advant Controller 450 covers a wide range of
functions, such as logic and sequence control, data and text handling, arithmetic,
reporting, positioning and analogue control including advanced PID and self-tuning
adaptive control.
A 'Remote I/O' subsystem will be used for the data acquisition and the output to the
controlled plant objects. The remote I/O modules may be located in the field and will
be connected to the controller via fieldbus. Using remote I/O modules, both a
centralised and a decentralised I/O installation according to location of the plant
objects is possible. This gives the advantage of fast replacement of the old equipment
without recabling and remarshalling of the field equipment.
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5. Control Room, Operator Interface and Computer Information System

The main control room will be completely replaced. This includes a new design of the
control room adapted to state-of-the-art of ergonomic design.

The power plant will be controlled only via operator stations realized on powerful
workstations, equipped with mouse and screens. These operator stations have acces
to all information in the power plant like pressure, temperature, flow or binary status
values in such a way that the operator has always an overview over the status of the
plant. To operate a valve or a motor the operator selects this object with a mouse,
then an operation windows pops up in which the operator may issue a command.

Three large screens updated by the operator stations give the plant overview in both
normal and transient operation.
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Integration of Computer Information System

For adverse conditions additional operator interfaces for the safety systems will be
installed in conventional means directly connected to the safety control system in the
main control room and emergency control room.
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A powerful computer information system is fully integrated into the operator stations.
This system collects, stores and archives all necessary information of the operation of
the plant. It is also a powerful platform for the application packages for operator
support and for the management of the plant.

6. Time Schedule

The reactor protection system and the safety control will be installed and
commissioned in the planned shut-down period of 1999, the non-safety control will be
installed in three phases in the planned shut-down periods 2001, 2003 and 2005. The
control room will also be replaced stepwise according to the relating control systems.

One year before the installation of the safety system this application will be installed
on a simulator for the training of the operators.

Timeschedule

• April 1997 contract about replacement of control system
(including RPS, safety control system and nuclear non safety control)

• Sept. 1997 Requirement Spec's send to client and authority

• Oct. 1997 Basic design main control room

• June 1998 Delivery of hard- and software for the simulator

• March 1999 100 % factory acceptance of RPS

s June 1999 start of erection of DCS

• Sept. till Dec. 1999 plant outage commiss. of new control system

• Dec. 1999 licensing of RPS by authority

• Dez. 1999 switch to new control system

• Oct. 1999 start of 01M0KK replacement of non nuclear, non safety
control

7. Conclusion

The replacement of the I&C in Oskarshamn 1 will improve the plant safety and
reliability by introducing four functionally and physically separated subsystems for the
reactor protection system and safety classified control equipment. The new control
system will provide an efficient platform which allows continuation of upgrading for
control equipment and for the control room. The new control system also makes the
operation and maintenance easier; the new control room layout will be based on latest
ergonomic design criteria, thus providing optimal working conditions to the operators.
With this refurbishment OKG will extend the life of Oskarshamn 1 far into the comming
century.
The time schedule shows that such a renovation may be performed in an acceptable
time span with low impact to the operating period of the plant.
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